The North: The Compass Of Terrestrial Directions, Vol. 5- A Setting Book For Exalted, 2nd Edition
A Guide to Creation's Frozen North

The North is home to one of Creation's harshest environments, and its savage predators, deadly winters and scarcity of resources would be challenging enough, even without additional threats posed by marauding barbarians, seductive Winter Folk and the frozen dead. Defying both the elements and the Northlands many threats, though, a myriad of states, large and small, have succeeded in wrestling order from a chaotic wilderness and forging a stable home for their subjects. Will the returned Lawgivers seek to maintain these fragile metropolises, or will they be drawn to the banner of the Solar Bull of the North, who seems determined to plunge the entire region into war?

A setting book for Exalted®, Second Edition, featuring: The fifth of five Terrestrial Direction books devoted to fleshing out the bare bones of Creation presented in the Exalted core book, this one devoted to the North Mass combat stats for the forces of Whitewall, Gethamane, the Haslanti League and other Northern powers, as well as dominion stats for the Mandate of Heaven Traits for the North's native gods and beasts.
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**Customer Reviews**

The Compass of Terrestrial Directions books are a mixed bag. I was disappointed with the Scavenger Lands because it lacked in utility. Half the Nexus chapter is on the Emissary, not Nexus itself. Also maybe it assumed we had read the 1st edition books on the Guild (Manacle and Coin), etc. My problem was that it was too macroscopic for use in a lot of kinds of games. I am not looking for a complete picture, just a range of useful content. After that the Compass of Terrestrial Directions books were better and the North is no exception. It lays out a number of the prominent Northern nations and many many of the Northern gods. This is one of the best books for seeing how a spirit
court might be comprised. Haslanti, Whitewall, Gethamane, the Icwalkers, and many others are detailed. There is a range of material from highly detailed customs to the Bull of the North’s Solar circle, making this book very useful for storytellers and players. Recommended for any Exalted game, in the North or not.

....is detailed in this book. Full of equal parts setting and crunch, this sourcebook is well worth your purchase. It shows the depth of adventuring possibilities in the hostile North, including writeups for gods, monsters and other NPCs.
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